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Joe Hindy / Android AuthorityClock widgets are some of the most popular widgets on Android. It really puts a home screen together. Plus, it’s easier to see than the tiny time placement on the status bar. The most popular include a clock widget with weather because it adds another level to its functionality. There are plenty of excellent options to
choose from. Of course, there are also a ton of old clock widgets that don’t work great anymore, so we filtered those out for the most part. It’s okay, we have your back. Here are the best clock widgets and weather clock widgets for your home screen! The best clock widgets and weather clock widgets for Android 1Weather is a solid weather app. It
has a lot of desirable features, including temperature, real feel, a 10-day forecast, a 12-week forecast (mostly accurate), a radar, and plenty of other stuff. It also has some of the best weather widgets for mobile. That includes a weather clock widget. It’s clean, it fits across the top of a home screen with no problems. It’s lightly customizable as well.
You can change the text color, the background opacity, and it comes with a live weather theme. We didn’t like the live weather theme so much, but the rest of the customization helps it fit into almost any home screen theme you have. AccuWeather (Google Play link) also has a few decent widgets if you’re looking for another all-in-one solution. Price:
Free / Up to $2.99Chronus is an above-average widget app. It does all kinds of widgets. That includes stuff for weather, clock, calendar, Gmail, missed calls, text messages, and all kinds of other stuff. It even includes DashClock support if you need that. The widgets are simple, but customizable and they do the job admirably. They should fit with
almost any theme with a little tweaking. There are a few complaints in the Google Play reviews, but most of them are relatively minor. You can get some of the features for free. There are in-app purchases for the premium stuff, but it’s not that much. Circle Clock is a simple, but effective clock widget app. It puts a circle widget on the home screen
with the time and date. The widget is customizable and that includes colors, fonts, 12/24 hour clock support, and some animation settings. The animations show the seconds as progress bars around the outside of the clock. They can be disabled if you want less battery drain. That’s about it for this one, really. It’s free, it’s simple, and it looks pretty
decent on most home screen themes. Round Clock Widget is another app that does basically the same thing in case this one doesn’t work for you. Digital Clock Widget Xperia is a lot like Sony Xperia’s stock clock widget. Thankfully, this one works for almost all devices. It includes several widget sizes (2×1, 4×2, 4×1, and 2×2) and they are all resizable. Additionally, you can adjust the font size, color, time and date format, transparency, and more. The premium version adds some additional features as well. There is an optional weather element. That makes this a decent weather clock widget as long as you need something simple. It’s cheap, effective, and it looks nice. KWGT and KLWP are
two hardcore customization apps. KWGT makes custom widgets and KLWP makes custom live wallpapers. Both can put clocks on your home screen. KWGT is the best to try first. You can create your custom widget with basically whatever info you like in whatever format you want. It also includes weather info in case you want that. KLWP isn’t a
widget app. However, you can create live wallpapers with clocks on them and achieve the same effect. Both apps have free versions with premium versions for $4.49 each. Both apps are free if you use Google Play Pass as well. Price: Free / Up to $3.99Sectograph is one of the most unique clock widgets out there. It attaches a planner to a clock unlike
most which attaches a clock to weather. This one is basically a calendar app but set to hours instead of days. You fill the calendar and it shows up on your home screen widget along with the time. The widget looks quite colorful and different from the stuff you normally see. There seems to be the occasional issue with Outlook calendar syncing and
there is a bit of a learning curve. However, by and large, it works great and it’s definitely something different. Joe Hindy / Android AuthorityHTC had one of the most iconic clock widgets in Android’s early days. The flip clock widget is often imitated in other apps including this one. It comes with three widget sizes (4×1, 4×2, and 5×2). It also features
an actual clock flip clock animation, support for weather, customization options, custom widget click actions, and more. HTC’s clock is gone, but frankly this one might be better anyway. It’s also entirely free with advertising. The good news is that the advertising does not show up in your actual widget, just the app that configures it. The developer
also has Sense V2 Flip Clock, a spiritual successor to this one. You can go with either one. UCCW is another custom widget maker. It was down for a couple of years but seems to be back in active development. It’s a fairly standard WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) editor. You open the app, design a widget, and that widget sits on your home
screen. It has a bit of a learning curve, but there are a ton of elements you can customize. You can also find tons of UCCW widgets on Google Play and other websites in case you want to use a design someone else made. The app had a few issues in the past, hence its low Google Play rating, but it’s definitely better than its 3.9 rating would suggest.
Weather & CLock Widget is a fairly popular and fairly powerful clock and weather widget. The app includes a variety of widgets, including some decently deep customization options. Additionally, it functions well as a standalone weather app with a daily, hourly, and 10-day forecast along with some other weather data. Some folks seem to have trouble
with the weather app portion of it updating itself, but those issues are usually temporary. In any case, these are seriously good widgets even if the weather part is a bit finicky on occasion. OEM clock widgets aren’t a horrible way to go. They come with the device already. Thus, no extra space is needed to download additional apps. On most, the
widget selections include a clock widget as well as a weather clock widget. Some OEMs, like Samsung, source their weather information from sources like AccuWeather. Thus, you can get forecasts without downloading official apps. The widgets aren’t overly customizable (usually), but they are minimal, clean, and simple. They come on your phone
and you can’t get rid of them. Thus, we suggest trying them just to see if it’s what you like. Just long-press the home screen, tap the widget, and go from there. Beautiful Widgets was one of the best and most popular clock widgets on Android. It has a metric ton of themes, customizations, and more. The themes range from simple re-skins to complex
stuff like binary clocks if you’re into that kind of thing. You can add stuff like the weather, toggles, alarm time, date, and other information to the widget as well. Unfortunately, the app hasn’t been updated since 2016. We’re relatively certain it’s an abandoned project. However, it still works well in our testing, but only on devices running Android 10
or earlier (Android 11 seems to break functionality). HD Widgets is another decent (and old) weather and clock combo widget if you don’t mind the retro look. Table of Contents Return to The Top Best Free Weather App: AccuWeather Best Paid Weather App: Carrot Weather Best Weather App for Android: Flowx Best for Local Forecasts: MyRadar
Weather Radar Best for Official Data: NOAA Weather Radar Live Best for Widgets: 1Weather Best for Air Quality Data: Plume Labs Best for Video Content: The Weather Channel Best Weather App for iPhone: Weather Hi-Def Radar Best Overall: Weather Underground Best for Lightning Detection: WeatherBug Best for Entertaining Forecasts: What
The Forecast Best for Eye Candy: Yahoo Weather More of Our Favorite Mobile Apps When Mother Nature is in a bad mood (which is more likely than ever these days thanks to climate change), it helps to keep an eye on what's happening in the sky. One of the most important tools for that is a mobile weather app. A good weather app helps you decide
if you'll need to bring an umbrella to work, or prepare for more serious conditions. With wild weather across the country, particularly hurricanes threatening coastal states, it's a good idea to check the forecast or radar for upcoming conditions. A weather app lets you do that wherever you are, whenever you like.When testing weather apps, we spent
most of our time evaluating the effectiveness of their design. An ideal weather app is visually pleasing and easy to use. If you have to dig through several screens to find out when it's going to rain, the app is off to a bad start.What we didn't look for is whether or not the predicted weather came to pass. Our reasons are twofold: First, most weather
apps get the bulk of their data from the National Weather Service. Some also pull their predictions from AccuWeather, or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Weather Channel and a few other companies have their own predictive models, but many apps are just shells into which data flows.Second, and more importantly, to
really determine the accuracy of the service's model, we'd have to perform exhaustive tests across the globe. We're simply not set up to tackle that kind of challenge. As it stands, we'll assume that if a company has invested the time and effort to create its own predictive models for something as complex as weather, then it probably knows more about
meteorology than we do. For what it's worth, the apps were all quite accurate during testing. Despite earlier conspiracies, the rollout of the 5G wireless network shouldn’t ruin these weather forecasts. Besides, right now you should be staying inside anyway to help curb the ongoing pandemic, even on the nicest of days. If you're really concerned about
accuracy, consider getting a weather station of your own. Though weather stations are more about recording your local data than about getting forecasts, setting up and maintaining a weather station is a fun science project—just maybe not right before a hurricane hits.You may notice that Dark Sky(Opens in a new window), one of our favorite
weather apps, is no longer on this list. After being acquired by Apple several years ago, Dark Sky will shut down at the end of 2022. Expect its features to get rolled into future iOS weather functionality. At first, we did not fully appreciate the sheer number of weather apps available for Android and iOS devices. In the end, we picked those we thought
offered something unique, along with the most popular apps. The vast majority of these apps are free, so try them out until you find the sunniest one for you. Best Free Weather App: AccuWeather Check Stock (Opens in a new window) Its new interface may be complex, but AccuWeather has seen major improvements thanks to a recent revision. The
planning features are more comprehensive, as they use weather data to help you manage allergies, safely drive, or boost productivity. We like that it includes a news section for watching videos about upcoming weather events.Platforms: Android, iOS AccuWeather (for Android) Review Best Paid Weather App: Carrot Weather See It (Opens in a new
window) As long as you're willing to upgrade to its premium tier, Carrot Weather is a fine Android alternative to the soon-to-be-defunct Dark Sky. In fact, it draws from Dark Sky's own accurate weather data, while adding its own snarky flavor text. Platforms: Android, iOS Best Weather App for Android: Flowx See It (Opens in a new window) Flowx
pulls from a variety of local and global sources to give Android owners the most accurate forecasts possible. If you pay for a premium tier, you can customize graphs, maps, and widgets however you like. An iOS version is in the works.Platforms: Android Best for Local Forecasts: MyRadar Weather Radar See It (Opens in a new window) Whether it's on
your phone or beamed straight to your Apple Watch, MyRadar Weather Radar quickly and accurately keeps you informed about local forecasts. Dive deeper into the app to watch video content, learn aviation data, and follow wind patterns.Platforms: Android, iOS Best for Official Data: NOAA Weather Radar Live See It (Opens in a new window) Many
weather apps draw data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. So, just cut to the chase with the NOAA Weather Radar Live app. With it, you can check local forecasts and track weather patterns using interactive satellite maps.Platforms: Android, iOS Best for Air Quality Data: Plume Labs See It (Opens in a new window) Air
quality is a piece of weather data that greatly impacts personal health. Even if you aren't directly caught in a wildfire, smoke-filled air can still make it dangerous to go outside. This air quality app from Plume Labs offers real-time, local pollution information, a sadly vital service in our current climate.Platforms: Android Best for Video Content: The
Weather Channel See It (Opens in a new window) The newest version of The Weather Channel is a slick and capable companion. Along with hourly and daily forecasts, the app gives you the info to stay safe from both raging hurricanes and deadly viruses. The robust video section makes this app particularly useful.Platforms: Android, iOS The Weather
Channel (for iPhone) Review Best Weather App for iPhone: Weather Hi-Def Radar See It (Opens in a new window) From severe weather overlays to air quality monitoring to tracking fires and lightning strikes, Weather Hi-Def Radar gives you big picture information on fascinating weather phenomena all over the world. GPS tracking and detailed data
also teaches you about what’s going on in your own backyard.Platforms: iOS Best Overall: Weather Underground See It (Opens in a new window) Weather Underground is no longer the darling among weather geeks; it's hard to stay radical when you're owned by IBM's The Weather Company. Community aspects are de-emphasized, data is no longer
shared, and, based on anecdotes, the hyper-local predictions are less reliable. That said, the app still has plenty to offer, with smart forecasts, detailed storm tracking, air quality and temperature readings, quick links to more content on the Wunderground website, and a respectful privacy policy.Platforms: Android, iOS Weather Underground (for
iPhone) Review Best for Lightning Detection: WeatherBug Check Stock (Opens in a new window) WeatherBug's performance has improved, but it's far from snappy. However, multiple new versions of the app, including Weather Elite and WeatherBug Widget, give you choices. Plus, WeatherBug's lightning-detection feature is pretty uncommon and
useful.Platforms: Android, iOS WeatherBug (for Android) Review Best for Entertaining Forecasts: What The Forecast See It (Opens in a new window) If you’re looking for a weather app that's unafraid to show its personality, consider What the Forecast. Severe snowstorms? Better stock up on toilet paper. The sun isn’t just shining, it’s shining out of
your butt. If you ever lose your internet connection, the app tells you the weather in hell, which, in the long run, is probably the most useful information for most of us anyway.Platforms: Android, iOS Best for Eye Candy: Yahoo Weather See It (Opens in a new window) Yahoo Weather is a beautifully designed app that leverages other weather apps'
best features—and even improves on them. Crowdsourced images from Flickr are prominently featured, and bring this app to life. It could use more radar map options, and a tool for crowdsourcing weather observations. If you don't like Weather Underground, give this one a spin.Platforms: Android, iOS Yahoo Weather (for iPhone) Review More of
Our Favorite Mobile Apps
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